wider expressive capabilities than EdgeLog and CET, because it is able to represent temporal graphs where contacts on an edge can temporally overlap.
Introduction
The main assumption of static graphs is that the relationship between two vertexes is always available.
However, this is not true in many real world situations. For example, consider how friendship relations evolve in an online social network, or how the connectivity in a communication network changes when users, with their mobile devices, move in a city. Temporal graphs deal with the time-dependence of relationships between vertexes by representing these relationships as a set of contacts [36] . Each contact represents an edge (i.e., two vertexes) tagged with the time interval when the edge was active. For example, in a communication network, a contact may represent a call between users made from 4 pm to 4.05 pm.
The temporal dimension of edges adds a new constraint to the relationship between vertices not found in static graphs: two vertexes can communicate only if there is a time-respecting path (also called journeys [36] ) between them [36, 46, 50, 47, 19] . For example, in Figure 1 .b (corresponding to the time aggregation of the edges in the temporal graph of Figure 1 .a), there are two paths connecting the vertexes a and d: one through the vertex b, and the other one through c. However, there is no such path when considering the temporal availability of the edges (a, b) and (a, c). Notice that the vertexes b and c are only reachable from the vertex a because the edges reaching d are not available. Therefore, taking into account the temporal dynamism of graphs allows us to exploit information about temporal correlations and causality, which would be unfeasible through a classical analysis of static graphs [36, 19, 32] . A direct approach to represent temporal graphs could be a time-ordered sequence of snapshots ( Figure   1a ), one for each time instant, showing the state of the temporal graph at a time instant as a static graph.
Several centralized and distributed processing systems follow this approach (e.g. Pregel [29] , Giraph 1 , Neo4J 2 , Trinity [44] ), but without specific support for temporal extensions [24] .
In temporal graphs where contacts are active during long time intervals (as in a social network), consecutive snapshots tend to become very similar. Thus, strategies based on a sequence of snapshots are space consuming because edges are duplicated in each snapshot. An alternative change-based approach represents the temporal graph by the differences between snapshots; that is, by the set of edges that appear/disappear along time. These differences can be calculated with respect to consecutive snapshots [15] , or with respect to a derived graph that diminishes the number of stored edges [38, 23, 26, 42] .
The change-based approach has also been used for pre-computing reachability queries [43, 42] , as some paths may remain available for several time instants [2] . Although these works improve the time performance
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents preliminary concepts about temporal graphs and relevant queries on them. To make the paper self-contained, Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide a brief overview of both EdgeLog and CET. These are the state-of-the-art techniques we compare TGCSA with. Section 3 introduces TGCSA by showing how to modify a traditional CSA to create TGCSA. It also describes how TGCSA solves relevant queries for temporal graphs and provides pseudocode for such operations. Finally, this section presents a new representation of the Ψ array from CSA [17, 14] , called in this work vbyte-rle, which increases the query performance of TGCSA. Section 4 provides the experimental evaluation that uses real and synthetic data. Final conclusions and future research directions are given in Section 5.
Preliminary concepts
In this section we introduce temporal graphs and a classification of the relevant basic queries that could be of interest for most applications. We also revise previous compact representations of temporal graphs.
Temporal graph definition
Formally, a temporal graph is a set C of contacts that connect pairs of vertexes in a set V during a time interval defined over the set T that represents the lifetime of the graph. A contact in C of an edge (u, v) ∈ E ⊆ V × V is a 4-tuple c = (u, v, t s , t e ), where [t s , t e ) ∈ T × T is the time interval when the edge (u, v) is active [36] . We say that an edge (u, v) is active at time t if there exists a contact (u, v, t s , t e ) ∈ C such that t ∈ [t s , t e ). Note that this definition applies for directed graphs as we consider ordered pairs of vertexes.
We classify operations on temporal graphs into two categories: queries for checking the connectivity between vertexes and queries for retrieving the changes on the connectivity occurred along time. For queries retrieving the changes on connectivity, we defined two operations: (1) activatedEdge returns the set of edges that were activated. (2) deactivatedEdge returns the set of edges that were deactivated. For example, given Figure 2 .a at time instant t = 4, the edge {(b, a)} was activated, and the edges {(a, d), (c, d)} were deactivated. Note that all previous queries have a time-instant or a time-interval version. In what follows, we concentrate on time-instant queries, which can be easily extended to answer time-interval queries, and they also serve as the building blocks for more complex temporal measures that are based on recovering time-respecting paths [32] .
EdgeLog: Baseline representation
A simple temporal graph representation [6] stores the aggregated graph 3 as |V | adjacency lists, one per each vertex, with a sorted list of time intervals attached to each neighboring vertex indicating when that edge is/was active. Figure 2 .b shows a conceptual example.
To check if an edge (u, v) was active at time t, we first check if v appears within the adjacency list of vertex u. If v is found, then we need to check if t falls into one of the time intervals related to (u, v) that are represented in the time-interval list of that edge. Direct neighbors of vertex u at time t are recovered similarly. For each neighbor v in the adjacency list of u, we check if t is within the time intervals of the edge (u, v).
A simple representation of the aggregated graph and the temporal labels attached to vertices has two main drawbacks: (1) it uses much space; and (2) operation reverseNeighbor requires traversing all the 3 The static graph including all the edges that were active at any time during the lifetime of the temporal graph.
5 adjacency lists. The data structure EdgeLog [8] addressed these weaknesses. On the one hand, since both the adjacency list and the time-interval list are sorted (i.e., they are of the form t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , ..., t l , with t i < t i+1 ), they can be represented as d-gaps t 1 , t 2 − t 1 , t 3 − t 2 , ..., t l − t l−1 , and those differences can be compressed using a variable-length encoding (e.g., PForDelta [52] , Simple16 [51] , Rice codes [49] ). On the other hand, to avoid traversing all the adjacency lists in reverseNeighbor queries, EdgeLog stores a reverse aggregated graph containing an adjacency list with all the reverse neighbors of each vertex. Therefore, to get the reverse neighbors of vertex v at time t, we first use the reverse adjacency list to obtain the candidate reverse neighbors of v. Then, for each candidate reverse neighbor u, we search for v in its adjacency list and, finally, check if the edge (u, v) is active at time t (using the time-interval list of the edge).
Strengths and weaknesses of EdgeLog
Although EdgeLog is a simple structure using well-known technology, it is expected to be extremely space-efficient when the temporal graph has a low number of edges per vertex and a large number of contacts per edge. In the opposite way, a low number of contacts per edge will have a negative impact on the compression obtained by EdgeLog (as d-gaps become large). Note also that, even with the reverse aggregated graph to find reverse neighbors, the performance is expected to be poor if the number of edges per vertex is high because all their adjacency lists will have to be checked.
EdgeLog was designed to be efficient for activeEdge, directNeighbor, and reverseNeighbor queries, but it could not efficiently answer queries such as: "Find all the edges that have active contacts at time t" or "Find all the edges that have been active only once". This is because in such operations, all the adjacency lists must be processed. Also, the applicability of EdgeLog is limited to temporal graphs whose contacts do not temporally overlap; that is, it assumes that a contact of an edge ends before another contact of the same edge starts.
CET: Compact Events ordered by Time
In CET a temporal graph is a sequence of symbol pairs that represent the changes on the connectivity between vertexes. Each pair represents either the activation or deactivation of an edge along time. Note that a contact of the form (u, v, t s , t e ) generates two changes: an activation of the edge (u, v) at time t s , and a deactivation at time instant t e . The sequence of pairs (S) is composed of the changes on the connectivity of edges (i.e., activations or deactivations produced by all the contacts in the temporal graph) grouped by time instant in increasing order. In Figure 3 .a, we show how the sequence of changes of the temporal graph from Figure 2 .a is built. We can see that the first two entries of S correspond to the edges (a, d) and (d, b) that are activated at time instant t 0 . Next entry corresponds to the activation of the edge (c, d) at time instant t 1 . The fourth and fifth entries of S are related to the edge (a, d), which is deactivated at time instant t 2 and activated again at t 3 , respectively. The next three entries reflect the changes produced at t 4 are deactivated at time instant t 5 .
The activation state of an edge at time instant t is computed by counting how many times the pair encoding the edge appears in the subsequence of changes within the time interval between 0 and t (in the closed time interval). As we assume that all edges are inactive at the beginning of the lifetime, the first occurrence of the pair means that the edge becomes active, the second occurrence means that the edge becomes inactive, and so on. In consequence, if the pair appears an odd number of times, it means that the state of the edge is active; otherwise, it is inactive. For example, we can see in Figure 3 .a that, because the pair ad occurs three times within interval [t 0 , t 3 ), the edge (a, d) is active at time instant t 3 . The direct neighbors of a vertex u at time t are also recovered using the counting strategy, but checking the frequency of the form (u, * ), i.e., the pairs whose first component is u. Similarly, the reverse neighbors of v are obtained by counting the pairs that end with v.
The sequence of pairs that composes S is represented in an Interleaved Wavelet Tree (IWT) [8] , a variant of the Wavelet Tree [16, 18] capable of counting the number of occurrences of multidimensional symbols in logarithmic time, while keeping a reduced space. The Wavelet Tree is a balanced binary tree, whose leaves are labeled with symbols in an alphabet Σ, and whose internal nodes handle a range of the alphabet. Each node of the Wavelet Tree represents the sequence as a bitmap with 0s and 1s, depending on the binary code used to represent each symbol in the alphabet Σ. applications, refer to [34] ).
In the IWT, the pairs of symbols in S are represented by an interleaved code that is the result of interleaving the bits (Morton Code [41] ) of the codes corresponding to the source and target vertexes of each pair. Figure 3 .c shows the interleaved bits for the pairs (corresponding to the edges) of the temporal graph in Figure 2 .a. Note that the symbols in pair ad are given the codes 00 and 11 respectively. Therefore, the interleaved code for pair ad is 0101, and those four bits are represented along the wavelet tree by starting in the root node with the first 0. Because that bit is a zero, we move to the left child in the next level where we use the second bit of such code. This second bit is 1 and appears at the first position in the bitmap.
Subsequently, we move to the right child in the next level, and use the third bit of the code, which is the 0 at the first position of the bitmap. Finally, we move again to the left child of the node and reach the last level where we set the last bit of the code of ad, which is 1.
The counting operation of a symbol c in the sequence S [1, i] 4 is translated into counting operations over the bitmaps in the path of the symbol c. In order to show how the counting algorithm works, let us use the operation rank b (B, i). is 0 (1) we descend through the left (right) child of the node. At the child node, the position i is updated
, if the first bit of the symbol c is 0 (1). This process is recursively repeated until we reach a leaf node. At the leaf node, the number of occurrences of the symbol c corresponds to the updated value of i. In total, this counting strategy requires to answer O(log n) rank operations over the bitmaps in the path of a symbol. Figure 3 .b shows, with a darker background, the bitmaps used to count how many times the symbol ad appears until the fifth position of the sequence.
Strengths and weaknesses of CET
One advantage of CET is its ability to retrieve reverse neighbors with the same time performance of direct neighbors, due to the bi-dimensional representation used for storing the events of activation/deactivation of edges. Indeed, we just need to update the retrieval range to ( * , v) to obtain the frequency of neighboring changes of the edges whose target vertex is v.
Another advantage is that the time performance in operations about vertexes and edges is independent of the number of contacts per query in the graph. This is because IWT allows the counting of events in logarithmic time with respect to the number of edges (instead of a sequential counting on the history of events). Due to the temporal arrangement of events of activation/deactivation of edges, operations regarding events on edges are easily obtained by extracting the subsequence related to the time instant of the query.
For example, to obtain the edges that change their state at time instant t, we just need to recover the pairs of vertexes in the section related to events occurred at time t.
Despite the advantages of CET, its main weakness is related to the counting strategy used to recover the states of edges when contacts are active for short time intervals. For example, if we want to retrieve 8 a snapshot at a time instant t in a graph where all the edges were activated and deactivated before t, we are forced to retrieve the frequency of all the edges (i.e., visiting each node of the IWT), although only a small fraction of them will actually be in the output. In addition, the frequency counting does not allow the representation of temporal graphs with overlapping contacts. This is because a symbol representing an overlapping contact will be interpreted as a symbol denoting the deactivation of the contact.
Improved representations of EdgeLog and CET
In the previous section, the descriptions of EdgeLog and CET are given for temporal graphs where edges can freely appear and disappear along time, with no restrictions on the number of contacts per edge. The representation of these data structures can be improved by taking into account properties of the graph being represented. In particular, properties such as the duration and the dynamism of contacts [19] .
When all contacts last only one time instant, both EdgeLog and CET can be modified to only store the event that activates an edge because, by definition, all edges will only remain active for one time instant.
This small modification invalidates the strategy used to check if the edge is active (i.e., the counting strategy in CET, and the check of the interval in EdgeLog The data structures were also specialized for temporal graphs where each edge has only one contact, and once activated, this contact remains active until the end of the lifetime. In the literature, these graphs are called incremental graphs [13] . With this kind of temporal graphs, the modification is straightforward. As all contacts end at the same time instant (i.e., at the end of the lifetime), it is not necessary to explicitly store the events that deactivate the edges. Caro et al. [8] also used this strategy to improve the space cost of both EdgeLog and CET data structures, without the need of updating the query algorithms. Nevertheless, its usefulness depends on how many contacts effectively end at the last time instant of the graph.
CSA for Temporal graphs (TGCSA)
The , n] for all 1 ≤ i < n, being ≺ the lexicographic ordering [31] . In Figure 4 .a, we show the suffix array A for the text S ="abracadabra".
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Because A contains all the suffixes of S in lexicographic order, this structure permits to search for any pat- To reduce the space needs, CSA [39] uses another permutation Ψ[1, n] defined in [17] . For each position 
returns the number of 1s in D [1, i] and can be computed in constant time using o(n) extra bits [22, 33] , whereas select 1 (D, i) returns the position of the i th 1 in D. In Figure 4 .b, we show the components of the CSA for the text "abracadabra".
By using Ψ, D, and V , it is possible to perform binary search without the need of accessing A or S.
Note that, the symbol S[
, and so on. In principle, Ψ would have the same space requirements as A. Fortunately, Ψ is highly compressible. It was shown to be formed by σ subsequences of increasing values [17] and, therefore, it can be compressed to 6 The $ at the end of S is a terminator that must be lexicographically smaller than all the other symbols in S. around the zero-order entropy of S [39] , and by using δ-codes to represent the differential values, a space cost of nH 0 + O(n log log σ) bits is obtained. Note that, in Figure 4 .b, the arrows under Ψ denote the σ subsequences of increasing values in Ψ. In [35] , they showed that Ψ can be split into nH k + σ k (for any k)
runs of consecutive values so that the differences within those runs are always 1. This permitted them to combine δ-coding of gaps with run-length encoding (of 1-runs) yielding higher-order compression of Ψ. In addition, to maintain fast random access to Ψ, absolute samples at regular intervals are kept.
In [14] , authors adapted CSA to deal with large (integer-based) alphabets and created the integer-based CSA (iCSA). They also showed that, in this scenario, the best compression of Ψ was obtained by combining differential encoding of runs with Huffman [20] and run-length encoding. 
From this point, the CSA is a self-index built on S that replaces S (as any substring S[i, j] could be extracted) and does not need A anymore to perform searches.
Modifying CSA to represent Temporal Graphs
Recall that a temporal graph is a set C of contacts of the form c = (u, v, t s , t e ), where u and v are vertexes (V ) and a link or edge between them is active during a time interval [t s , t e ). Also [t s , t e ) ⊂ T × T , with
T being the time instants representing the lifetime of the graph. In Example 1, we include a set of five contacts that we will use in our discussion below. Targeting at using a CSA to obtain a self-indexed representation of a set of contacts (i.e. all their terms regarded as a unique sequence), we discuss in this section two adaptations that we performed. The first one, using-disjoint-alphabets, consists in assigning ids from disjoint alphabets to both vertexes and time instants.
Then, when we perform a query for a given id (or a sequence of ids) within the CSA, that id will correspond either to a source vertex, a target vertex, a starting time instant, or an ending time instant. The second modification consists in making Ψ cyclical on the elements of the 4-tuple representing a contact. This will permit us to use the regular binary search procedure of the CSA to efficiently search for (and retrieve) those contacts matching some constraints on their terms.
Using disjoint alphabets
Given a set of n contacts, such as the one in Example 1, our procedure to create TGCSA starts by creating an ordered list of the n contacts, so that they are sorted by their first term, then (if they have the same first term) by the second term, and so on. After that, these sorted contacts are regarded as a sequence with 4n elements (S [1, 4n] ), and a suffix array A[1, 4n] is built over it. This is depicted in Figure 6 . A simple workaround to the problem above consists in using disjoint alphabets for the four terms in a contact. In our case, we use alphabets Σ 1 , Σ 2 , Σ 3 , and Σ 4 satisfying that figure that when we are searching for the starting time 5, we can simply add +20 to its id and actually use the suffix array (or the CSA) to look for P = 25 obtaining its two occurrences pointed by A [13] and A [14] .
However, to search for the target vertex 5 we would add +10 to its id and found that A [10] points to its unique occurrence in S. In any case, we retain the original O(m log n) search time as expected. An interesting by-product that arises from the use of disjoint alphabets is that, since values from Σ i are smaller than those from Σ j (∀i < j), the first quarter of entries in A (A[1, n]) will point to the first terms of all the contacts (S[1 + 4k], ∀k ∈ [0, n)), the next n entries in A (A[n + 1, 2n]) to the second terms (S[2 + 4k], ∀k ∈ [0, n)), and so on. Consequently, the first quarter of entries of Ψ (Ψ[1, n]) will point to a position in the range [n + 1, 2n], because in the indexed sequence S each symbol u ∈ Σ 1 is followed by a symbol v ∈ Σ 2 , and so on. In this way, each entry in the last quarter of Ψ will point to a position in the range [1, n] , corresponding to the first quarter of entries in A. 13
In our example, recall we have n = 5 contacts. We can see that the entries in the four quarters of A discussed above match that:
mod 4 = 3; and ∀i ∈ [16, 20] , A[i] mod 4 = 0. In addition, in Figure 7 , we have also included the Ψ structure that arises when we build the corresponding CSA. In this case, we can also verify that it holds that: 16, 20] ; and ∀i ∈ [16, 20] ,
This property will be of interest in the following section.
Modifying Ψ to make it cyclical on the terms of each contact
Recall that in a regular CSA, once we know that the i th entry in the underlying suffix array A points to a position z = A[i] of the source sequence S, we can recover the entries
, and so on. Therefore, as shown in ..] that start with P . Unfortunately, this mechanism allows us to recover the source data only forward-wise (not backwards), and this is not enough in our scenario because we typically want to search for the contacts that match a given constraint and then we want to retrieve all their terms.
To clarify the issue above, consider, for example, when we look for the contacts whose target vertex is v = 5 (P = 15 ), then we obtain its unique occurrence at the position 10 (A [10] ). Consequently, to retrieve the terms of that contact (u, v, t s , t e ), we would compute:
would not recover the first term of the current contact, but the first term of the next contact in S. As in a regular CSA, to retrieve u, we would have to access A[10] = 18 to know that the target vertex v occurs at position S [18] , and consequently the source vertex u should be retrieved from S[18 − 1]. Now, because S is not actually kept in the CSA, to extract S [17] , we have to know the entry x in A such that A[x] = 17.
We can use that
we have fully recovered the contact (4, 15, 25, 37) we were searching for. To sum up, the previous procedure would make it necessary to use not only Ψ, D, and V , but also A and A −1 as explained in Section 3.1. Fortunately, we can modify Ψ in such a way that it allows us to move circularly from one term to the next term within a given contact.
Recall that, due to our disjoint alphabets, if Note that it is not possible now to traverse the whole CSA by just using Ψ because consecutive applications of the Ψ function will cyclically obtain the four elements of the corresponding contact. However, this small change in Ψ to make it cyclical on the terms of each contact, brings additional interesting searching capabilities that we will exploit in Section 3.5.
Detailed construction of TGCSA
Once we have explained the need of using disjoint alphabets and the reason why we use a modified Ψ, in this section we explain the actual procedure to build our TGCSA. In Figure 8 , we depict all the structures involved in the creation of a TGCSA representing the temporal graph in Example 1.
As indicated above, the first step to build a TGCSA is to create a sequence S with the ordered n contacts.
Hence we obtain,
The second step involves defining a reversible mapping that enables us to use disjoint alphabets. Let us assume we have ν = |V | different vertexes and τ = |T | time instants. It is possible to define a reversible mapping function that maps the terms of any original contact c = (u, v, t s , t e ) to c ′ = (u, v + ν, t s + 2ν, t e + 2ν + τ ). To achieve this, we define an array gaps[1, 4] ← 0, ν, 2ν, 2ν + τ and a set with elements
This mapping defines four ranges of entries in an alphabet Σ ′ for both vertexes and time instants such that |Σ ′ | = 2ν + 2τ . Note that vertex i is mapped to either the integer i or i + ν depending on whether it is the source or target vertex of an edge. Similarly, the time instant t is mapped to either t + gaps [3] or t + gaps [4] . This allows us to distinguish between starting/ending vertexes/time instants by simply checking the range where their value falls into.
Observe that even though vertex i always exists in the temporal graph, either source vertex u Sid 1 5 8 13 1 6 9 13 2 4 8 11 3 5 10 13 3 7 9 
Once we have made up our indexable sequence Sid, an iCSA is built over it. 11 Then, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, we modified the array Ψ in our TGCSA to allow Ψ to move circularly from one term to the next one within the same contact. To do this, we simply have to modify the last quarter of the regular Ψ array so that,
This small change brings an interesting property that allows us to perform a query for any term of a contact in the same way. We use the iCSA to binary search for a term of a contact(s), obtaining a range A[l, r], and then by circularly applying Ψ up to three times, we can retrieve the other terms of the contact(s).
To sum up, TGCSA consists of a bitmap B, and the structures D and Ψ of the iCSA. In practice, B is 9 Recall rank 1 (B, i) returns the number of 1s in B [1, i] . 10 Recall select 1 (B, i) computes the position of the i th 1 in B. 11 We actually added four integers set to zero that make up a dummy contact (0,0,0,0) at the beginning of Sid. This is required to avoid limit-checks at query time. run-L9 Figure 9 : Example of vbyte-rle representation of Ψ assuming t Ψ = 4.
compressed using Raman et al. strategy 12 [37] , and for D we used a faster bitmap representation [14] using 1.375|D| bits. For the representation of Ψ we also used the best option (named huff-rle-opt) that samples Ψ at regular intervals and then differentially encodes the remaining values [14] . Yet, we also created an alternative representation for Ψ that is discussed in Section 3.4.
A more suitable representation of Ψ for temporal graphs: vbyte-rle strategy
The regular representation of Ψ is based on sampling the Ψ array at regular intervals (one sample every t Ψ entries) and then, differentially encoding the remaining values between two samples. In [14] , they studied different alternative encodings for the non-sampled values, and showed that the best space/time trade-off in a text-indexing scenario was reported by coupling run-length encoding of 1-runs (sequences of +1 values) with bit-oriented Huffman (huff-rle-opt approach). In practice, they used t Ψ Huffman codes to indicate the presence of 1-runs of length 1 . . . t Ψ . They also reserved n sv Huffman codes to represent short gaps (where n sv is a parameter typically set to 2 14 ). Finally, being ω the machine word size, 2 × ω additional Huffman codes are used as escape codes to mark the number of bits needed to either represent a large positive gap (g) or a negative gap (−g). In both cases, such a escape code is followed by g represented with ⌈log 2 g⌉ bits.
In this paper, we present a new strategy to represent Ψ, that we called vbyte-rle, where we try to speed up the Ψ access performance at the cost of using a little more space. An example of the structure for the resulting Ψ representation is shown in Figure 9 . We also use sampling and differentially encode non-sampled
values. Yet, we made some changes with respect to the traditional Ψ representations (i.e., huff-rle-opt), which are summarized as follows:
• We used vbyte (byte-aligned) codes [48] rather that bit-oriented Huffman codes to differentially encode non-sampled values. This should result in around one order of magnitude improvement in decoding speed when sequential values of Ψ are to be retrieved. Note that in the bottom part of Figure 9 , we 12 Raman et al strategy allows both select 1 and rank 1 in O(1) time and requires |B|H 0 (B) + o(|B|) bits.
include a sequence of byte-oriented codewords (either 1 or 2-byte codewords in our example) that are used to represent the gaps from the original Ψ structure. It can also contain a pair of codewords for the pair 1, L to encode a 1-run of length L. Of course, using byte-aligned rather than bit-oriented codes will imply a loss in compression effectiveness.
• Despite the advantages of the sampling structures described above, our representation has also a main drawback: we cannot parameterize the number of samples we want to use. Thus, we can be using a rather too dense sampling for infrequent symbols (consequently, we expect that compression will suffer in datasets with very large vocabularies (σ ≈ n)), or we can be using a very sparse sampling for frequent symbols c, as they will have only one sample at the beginning of the corresponding interval We run experiments to compare the space/time trade-off obtained by huff-rle-opt against vbyte-rle and vbyte-rle-select (the latter is the variant of vbyte-rle where arrays off 0 and off 1 are not stored). We tuned these representations using four different sampling values for Ψ. In particular, we used values t Ψ ∈ {256, 64, 16, 8}
(from sparser to denser sampling, respectively). In addition, we include in the comparison a non-compressed baseline representation for Ψ[1, 4n] (we refer to it as plain) that represents each entry of Ψ with ⌈log 4n⌉ bits and provides direct access to any position.
In Figures 10 and 11 , we compare the space (shown as the number of bits needed to represent each entry in Ψ) and time (in µs per entry reported) required to access all the values in Ψ for three different scenarios. We have run tests for all the datasets in Table 2 We can see that the cost of the synchronization required by huff-rle-opt and the slower decoding of bitHuffman in comparison with vbyte make huff-rle-opt more than 5 times slower than vbyte-rle when decoding all the entries of Ψ corresponding to a given symbol c. In Section 3.5, we will see that this particular operation appears in most TGCSA query algorithms (a for loop after a binary search that returns the range of Ψ values for a given symbol). The shortcoming of this speed up at recovering Ψ values is that the overall size of Ψ increases by around 20-25%. As we expected, it can be seen that in the Flickr-Data dataset, due to the large vocabulary size of this dataset in comparison with the number of contacts, the vbyte-rle representation becomes unsuccessful because a plain representation of Ψ would even be smaller. We also 20
include results for the vbyte-rle-select counterpart. In this case, we do not explicitly store arrays off 0 and off 1 , and we require select 1 operations to know the position j in Ψ corresponding to the i-th sample. In general, when the number of synchronization operations is small (this occurs when σ is small), vbyte-rle-select offers an interesting space/time trade-off. In particular, we can see that it typically yields the same performance of plain baseline representation while requiring 5-40% less space. Unfortunately, not all the accesses to Ψ performed at query time will follow a sequential pattern in TGCSA. In that case, the previous buffered retrieval of Ψ values is not applicable, and we need to perform many random accesses to positions within Ψ. Accessing random positions implies that each access to Ψ[j] must initially check if j is a sampled position. This is accomplished by checking if j mod t Ψ = 0 in huff-rle-opt or if access(D, j) = 1 in vbyte-rle. 13 In that case
respectively. Yet, in vbyte-rle we could still have a sampled value if access(D 1 , j) = 1 and we would obtain the sampled value by
In Figure 11 , we can see that when we access individual positions of Ψ, vbyte-rle and its two-level sampling approach is still able to improve the Ψ access time of huff-rle-opt. In general, huff-rle-opt using t Ψ = 8 (very dense setup) obtains similar values than vbyte-rle with t Ψ = 64 (a relatively sparse setup). Yet, in vbyte-rle 13 access(D, j) returns the value of the bit at position j in the bitmap D.
we still have room to decrease access time at the cost of using a denser tuning. As expected, in this scenario, vbyte-rle-select becomes unsuccessful, and plain is unbeatable due to its direct access capabilities.
Performing queries in TGCSA
We can take advantage of the iCSA capabilities at search time to solve all the typical queries in a temporal graph regarding direct and reverse vertexes from contacts that are active at a given time instant t (directNeighbor and reverseNeighbor queries, respectively). Basically, we binary search the range in A[l, r]
for the given source or target vertex, and for each position i ∈ [l, r], we apply Ψ circularly up to the third or four ranges where we can check whether or not the starting-time and ending-time constrains hold. In Figure 12 , we include the pseudocode of the algorithms to answer both directNeighbor and reverseNeighbor in directNeighbor) are completely random and there is no room for optimization there. We will also apply this buffered access to Ψ in the loops on the following algorithms.
When comparing queries, activeEdge is expected to be faster than directNeighbor because we can binary search for a phrase u· v rather than by a unique vertex u, hence returning a much shorter initial range. The pseudocode for solving the activeEdge operation at a given time instant is included in Figure 13 .
To solve snapshot queries given a time instant t, which return the set of active contacts (u, v, t 1 , t 2 ) such Figure 14 includes the pseudocode to solve snapshot queries.
14 Recall Ψ[lu] is always sampled in vbyte-rle and no synchronization costs are involved.
activeEdge (vrtxu, vrxtv , t) //checks if exists (vrtxu,vrtxv,t1,t2) s.t. t1 ≤ t < t2 Queries regarding activation/deactivation events at a given time instant t in the graph can be solved very efficiently. A unique binary search allows TGCSA to find all the contacts that have an event at time t. In the case of the deactivatedEdge operation, the binary search looks for the range [lt e , rt e ] ⊆ [3n + 1, 4n] corresponding to contacts (u, v, t 1 , t 2 ) where t 2 = t, whereas for the activatedEdge operation we obtain an interval [lt s , rt s ] ⊆ [2n + 1, 3n] corresponding to those contacts where t 1 = t. From these intervals, we apply Ψ circularly (twice or three times, respectively) up to reaching the values u and v corresponding to the source and target vertex of these contacts. In Figure 15 , we include the pseudocode for the deactivatedEdge operation. Note that the activatedEdge operation would be similar but the loop would traverse positions
Taking a look at the pseudocodes presented for TGCSA query operations, we can see that we are using the following operations during searches: (i) getmap and getunmap calls that imply performing rank and Dealing with interval queries. As indicated in Section 2, we have shown how TGCSA handles directNeighbor, reverseNeighbor, activeEdge, snapshot, activatedEdge, and deactivatedEdge queries at a given time instant t.
Yet, these operations could be easily extended in TGCSA to time intervals. In queries that refer to checking snapshot (t) //returns all the edges (u,v) s.t. ∃ contact (u,v,t1,t2) where t1 ≤ t < t2
( 1) ts ← getmap(t, typeStartT ime = 3);
( 2) te ← getmap(t, typeEndT ime = 4); ( 6) for i ← 2n + 1 to rts the connectivity between vertexes (the first three ones), one would be interested in contacts (u, v, t 1 , t 2 )
occurring not only at a given time instant t, but during a whole time interval [t,
(this is called strong semantics for intervals in the literature). A different option (referred to as weak semantics) consists in reporting those contacts occurring at least at some point of [t, t ′ ); that is, such that it
Note that for queries retrieving the changes on connectivity (activatedEdge and deactivatedEdge), it makes no sense to distinguish between weak and strong semantics, and we would be interested in simply checking if the connectivity changed at some point of the interval [t, t ′ ).
If we focus on queries constrained to an interval [t, t ′ ) under strong semantics, to solve directNeighbor queries, we should only adapt the temporal constraint so that contacts match (y ≤ rt s ) AND (z > rt e ). and t e ← getmap(t ′ , 4); instead of t s ← getmap(t, 3) and t e ← getmap(t, 4). Algorithms reverseNeighbor (in Figure 12 ) and activeEdge (in Figure 13) could be adapted by simply modifying their line 4 in the same way.
Although not considered in previous works, we could also think of defining a snapshot operation to recover the contacts that were active during the interval [t, t ′ ). Under strong semantics, this interval-wise snapshot could be defined such that it would retrieve the contacts that were activated before t and deactivated after t ′ .
Therefore, we could see this operation as the union of the results of snapshot at a given time t x , ∀t ≤ t x < t ′ .
This case would only require modifying line 2 from Figure 14 , to again set t e ← getmap(t ′ , 4).
For deactivatedEdge queries at time interval [t, t ′ ) (see Figure 15 ), we would have to replace lines 1 − 4 by the following: First, we map both t and t ′ values to the ending times t s and t e ; that is, t s ← getmap(t, 4) and t e ← getmap(t ′ , 4). Then, we binary search for the corresponding intervals in TGCSA:
[lt s , rt s ] ←CSA binSearch(t s ) and [lt e , rt e ] ←CSA binSearch(t e ). And finally, all the ending time instants between lt s and lt e − 1 correspond to contacts deactivated within [t, t ′ ). Therefore, we have to traverse the entries in that range, that is, we would iterate (line 4) for i ← lt s to lt e − 1. A similar adaptation is possible for activatedEdge queries.
We can also deal with weak semantics in TGCSA. As an example, we show how to adapt directNeighbor queries to this scenario. The rest of operations can be adapted similarly. Now, a directNeighbor query for a given vertex u constrained to an interval [t, t ′ ) must retrieve any vertex v from a contact (u, v, t 1 , t 2 ) that were active at some time instant within [t, t ′ ). Therefore, these contacts must match the time constraint (t 1 < t ′ ) AND (t 2 > t). Focusing on Figure 12 , because we need to compare the starting time instant of the contacts (t 1 ) with t ′ , and their ending time instant (t 2 ) with t, we would have to replace line 4 to set t s ← getmap(t ′ , 3) and t e ← getmap(t, 4). Finally, the sentences in lines 11 − 14 in the for-loop must be changed to modify the temporal condition. In practice, we replace them by:
neighbors ← neighbors ∪ {getunmap(x, typeRevV ertex = 2)};
Strengths and weaknesses of TGCSA
The strong expressive power of TGCSA is probably its main advantage with respect to other state-ofthe-art representations such as EdgeLog and CET ( [12, 8] ). Recall TGCSA can really represent any set of contacts, including contacts of a given edge that temporally overlap.
Another important property is that it can answer queries over any term of a contact in the same way;
that is, searching for all the contacts of a source node u is performed exactly with the same algorithm as searching for all the contacts starting in a specific time instant t: first a binary search is performed over one of the four sectors of the array Ψ, depending on the term of the contact that is searched for (i.e., bounded in the query), to locate the area devoted to that value, and then, for each of the entries in that area, Ψ is applied three times to recover the other components of each contact. The overall search time is
where L is the length of the range reported by the initial binary search (with the exception of the snapshot operation). Although other data structures are more efficient for some types of queries, TGCSA has a more regular behavior over all types of queries. Table 1 compares the cost of the query operations in TGCSA with those of the most representative state-of-the-art counterparts: CET and EdgeLog. Furthermore, for graphs whose contacts last for only one time instant (Point-contact Temporal Graphs), the behavior of TGCSA improves because the suffix array only has three sections and Ψ has only to be applied twice to recover each contact.
Observe that within the section devoted to any symbol, in each of the four quarters of Ψ, all the pointers are always growing, which is a property that allows good compression. However, this property is also the main drawback of this representation. When there are few occurrences of the symbols in the vocabulary; that is, when the vocabulary is huge and there are few occurrences of each symbol, Ψ will not be very compressible. As shown in the experimental results, the compression in some synthetic collections is poor when the relative number of contacts per time instant is low or when the number of edges per node is low.
In these cases, the increasing areas of Ψ are small. Therefore, the differences between pointer values are rather big, and consequently, not very compressible.
Experimental results
We ran several experiments with real and synthetic temporal graphs. Table 2 gives the main characteristics of these graphs including: the name of each dataset, the numbers of their vertexes, edges, and contacts, and the length of the graphs' lifetime. In addition, we show the numbers of contacts per vertex, edges per vertex, and contacts per edge, respectively. Finally, we show the space of a plain representation of the original datasets (in MiB) assuming that each contact was represented with four 32-bit integers (Size u32 ), or with 2⌈log ν⌉ + 2⌈log τ ⌉ bits (Size b ). The dataset I.Comm.Net is a synthetic dataset where short communications between random vertexes are simulated. The dataset Powerlaw is also synthetic; it simulates a power-law degree graph, where few vertexes have many more connections than the other vertexes (following a power-law distribution), but with a short lifetime. Flickr-Data is a real dataset that consists in an incremental temporal graph that indicates the time instant in which two people became friends in the Flickr social network, with a temporal granularity given in seconds, and a lifetime that starts with the creation of Flickr and ends in April 2008.
The dataset Wikipedia-Links contains the history of links between articles from the English version of the Wikipedia with a time granularity given also in seconds. This dataset corresponds to a history dump of the Wikipedia 15 downloaded on 2014-03-04. Other synthetic datasets were built by first setting a given degree distribution on the aggregated graph, and then assigning a number of contacts to each edge that follows a given distribution. The time interval of each edge was selected uniformly over the lifetime. We used the Barabási-Albert model [1] (see datasets ba* below) to generate a powerlaw degree distribution. Then we used a uniform (U ) and a pareto (P ) distribution to assign the number of contacts per edge. Pareto distributions were generated with α = 1.2, whereas for the uniform distributions, we created graphs with 5, 50, and 1000 contacts per edge.
Even though TGCSA allows us to deal with datasets where contacts could have overlapping times, in order to allow the comparison with EdgeLog and CET, the datasets above have contacts with no time
overlapping. Yet, these datasets still allow us to show the behavior of TGCSA.
Our tests were run on a machine with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) Intel(R) E5620 CPUs @ 2.40GHz. They sum eight-cores (sixteen siblings), yet our experiments run in a single core. The system has 64GB DDR3 RAM @ 1066Mhz. The operating system was Ubuntu 12.04 (kernel Linux version 3.2.0-79-generic), and the compiler used was gcc 4.6.3 (option -O3). Time measures refer to CPU user-time.
In the following sections, we include experiments to compare both the space and time performance of 15 Downloaded from http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/.
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CET, EdgeLog, and TGCSA. In particular, we compare the time performance for the following queries:
directNeighbor, reverseNeighbor, activatedEdge, deactivatedEdge, and snapshot at a given time instant.
For EdgeLog and CET we used the same source code as in [8] . Therefore, EdgeLog uses an implementation in C of PForDelta from the PolyIRTK project, 16 and the best space was obtained by tuning PForDelta block-size to 32 (rather than the usual 128 value). In addition, when the number of elements to compress is smaller than the block size, PForDelta is replaced either by the word-wise Simple16 coding [51] , when τ < 2 28 , or by Rice codes [49] when τ ≥ 2 28 (both are also available in the PolyIRTK project).
The Interleaved Wavelet Tree in CET is implemented as a Wavelet Matrix [11] , which keeps a good space/time trade-off for sequences with large alphabets. Compressed bitmaps [37, 10] included in CET can be found in the Compact Data Structures Library (libcds 17 ).
The implementation of TGCSA is an adaptation of the implementation of iCSA 18 [14] . The bitmap representation used by D is exactly the same than in iCSA, whereas bitmap B uses the same libcds implementation of Raman et al. [37] in CET. In addition, TGCSA uses huff-rle-opt strategy to represent Ψ.
We will show results including three different configurations by setting the sampling parameter on Ψ to values t Ψ ∈ {16, 64, 256}. Note that t Ψ = 16 (Ψ 16 in advance) corresponds to the densest sampling and Ψ 256 to the most sparse one. We have also included results for TGCSA-VB, the variant of TGCSA that uses the vbyte-rle strategy to represent Ψ. Again, we set t Ψ ∈ {16, 64, 256} for the second-level sampling in TGCSA-VB.
A further detail is related to the Flickr-Data dataset. In this case, the ending time of all the contacts is set to the same value (the last time instant in the timeline). Therefore, we could avoid representing this value explicitly. We have adapted TGCSA, and also used adapted versions of CET and EdgeLog [8] , in order to index only the first three elements of the contacts. This reduces (rather slightly) the size of the resulting structures, and also improves their overall performance. We will include both the regular TGCSA and the TGCSA built over 3-element contacts (TGCSA-3R) when showing time performance on the Flickr-Data dataset. Table 3 shows the comparison of TGCSA and TGCSA-VB against CET, EdgeLog, and a plain baseline representation using 2⌈log ν⌉ + 2⌈log τ ⌉ bits. Finally, we also include gzip in that contacts containing only three elements, hence excluding the final time instant (the plain baseline uses only 2⌈log ν⌉ + ⌈log τ ⌉ bpc = 79bpc). In the case of TGCSA, this corresponds to the variant TGCSA-3R. The space needs are shown as the number of bits needed to represent each contact (bpc).
Space comparison
Even tough an iCSA-based self-index built on English text typically reached the compression of gzip [14] , the compressibility of temporal graphs is not so good. Actually, the large number of 1-runs that appear in Ψ when dealing with text is now much smaller in the TGCSA, and we are not able to reach the compression levels of gzip in most cases. As expected, taking into account the experiments regarding the vbyte-rle representation of Ψ that we showed in Section 3.4, we typically obtain that TGCSA-VB requires around 20-30% more space than TGCSA. With the Flickr-Data dataset, the space usage of TGCSA-VB is huge due to the non-parameterizable first-level sampling and the large vocabulary in such dataset.
Focusing on EdgeLog, we see that it is also unsuccessful when the number of contacts per edge is very small. However, when there are few edges and the number of contacts per edge grows, it becomes very interesting because its inverted lists become highly compressible. TGCSA shows a more stable behavior, with reasonable space needs in most cases. It does not require as much space as EdgeLog when the number of contacts per edge is small, but it cannot cope with many contacts per edge because Ψ is irregular, as discussed above.
With respect to CET, we can see that CET obtains always a more compact representation than TGCSA, and becomes the best overall alternative if one aims at obtaining little space cost (with the exception of ba100k10u1000 and ba1M10u50 datasets). Yet, in the following sections we will show that TGCSA typically performs faster.
Time comparison: Direct and Reverse neighbors operations
This section presents the evaluation of the time performance to retrieve the set of direct and reverse neighbors that were active at a given time instant. To evaluate these operations, we generated 2, 000 queries by randomly choosing 2, 000 contacts from each graph dataset. For each selected contact (u, v, t s , t e ), we took the pairs (u, t s ) and (v, t s ) to create the query patterns to use for directNeighbor and reverseNeighbor, respectively. The time performance is measured in µs per contact reported and the space usage in bits per contact (as in Table 3 ). Figures 16 and 17 show the results. Despite the fact that TGCSA uses always more space than CET to represent our temporal graphs, we can see that both techniques have similar performance at solving directNeighbor queries when the number of contacts per vertex is small. The only exception is the synthetic dataset ba100k10u1000 where there are 1, 000 direct neighbors for each vertex, which forces TGCSA to sequentially check a lot of probably unsuccessful direct neighbors. We can see that in the Powerlaw and Flickr-Data datasets, TGCSA clearly overcomes CET. Considering TGCSA-VB, it is typically faster (around 3-5 times) than TGCSA when using the densest sampling setup. Yet, assuming that we could tune TGCSA-VB and TGCSA to use similar space, TGCSA-VB would always be slower than TGCSA because it would use a very sparse sampling.
Finally, in the plot corresponding to the Flickr-Data dataset, we show the gain in both space and time that TGCSA-3R obtains with respect to TGCSA. As shown, it is worth not to explicitly represent the It is easy to understand why TGCSA is faster at reverseNeighbor queries than at directNeighbor operations.
Note that the time instants are the third and forth elements of the contacts, and the source vertex and target vertex are, respectively, the first and second elements. Therefore, in the case of directNeighbor requires, respectively, one or two (slower) additional random accesses to Ψ.
As expected, EdgeLog performance drastically worsens in reverseNeighbor queries. Yet, the use of the reverse aggregated graph still allows a good performance in most cases. The exception is in the I.Comm.Net graph, where the number of edges per vertex is high. In the other cases, the number of edges per vertex is relatively small (from 10 to 30) and the time performance does not degrade in excess.
Time comparison: Activation and deactivation at a given time instant
This section shows the performance of activatedEdge and deactivatedEdge queries; that is, retrieving the set of edges that have been either activated or deactivated at a given time instant. For the evaluation, we generated 2, 000 random time instants, uniformly distributed over the lifetime of the corresponding graph.
Again, time measures are shown as the average time in µs per contact reported. Figures 18 and 19 show the results. We can see that these types of operations are probably the best scenario for TGCSA because they are solved by a single binary search to find the given time instant.
For example, in the case of deactivatedEdge queries at time t, the binary search returns an interval [lt, rt] corresponding to all the contacts that are deactivated at time t. Therefore, for each i ∈ [lt, rt], we apply Ψ circularly to recover the corresponding source vertex (u ← Ψ[i]) and target vertex (v ← ΨΨ[i]). Similarly, for activatedEdge queries at time instant t, we apply Ψ circularly from a starting interval within the third part of the suffix array in TGCSA. Note that the time per contact reported of TGCSA for these operations is much better than for the directNeighbor and reverseNeighbor operations because now the traversal of the starting range and the application of Ψ always recover one contact. For the directNeighbor and reverseNeighbor operations, however, many checks (that implied applying Ψ to reach a starting or ending time instant) could discard a candidate contact and, consequently, TGCSA was doing unsuccessful work that increases the reported time per occurrence.
As expected, TGCSA reports the best time performance for activatedEdge and deactivatedEdge operations. With the densest configuration, TGCSA slightly overcomes TGCSA-VB (being 0-40% faster). Yet, when we set t Ψ = 256, TGCSA-VB becomes around 2 − 4 times faster than TGCSA.
CET still draws good results, yet it is is clearly overcome by TGCSA. We can also see that EdgeLog is by far the slowest technique. Finally, it is interesting to note that in the Flickr-Data graph, TGCSA-3R improves the times of TGCSA by around one third in activatedEdge queries. This is clearly expectable because TGCSA has to apply Ψ three times to recover the source and target vertexes of the edge, whereas TGCSA-3R requires only two Ψ applications. 
Time comparison: Snapshot operation
We studied the performance obtained when retrieving the set of all the active edges at a certain time instant (snapshot operation). We compared the average retrieval time at five instants of the lifetime of the temporal graphs: the first and last ones, and those at the 25%, 50%, and 75% of the lifetime in each graph. Note that EdgeLog computes the snapshot operations with the application of directNeighbor queries over all the vertexes in the graph. CET computes this operation as a rangeReport operation in the underlying Wavelet Matrix [11] and its cost is logarithmic with respect to the total number of edges in the graph.
TGCSA, instead, must check which contacts match the time constraints of the query for all the candidate contacts. As shown, this is done with a binary search to find the ranges within the suffix array with possible both valid starting and ending time instants. That is followed by a traversal of the valid starting times (buffered access to Ψ) to check if the end-time constraint is matched. In that case, we recover the source and target vertexes with one and two applications of Ψ, respectively. Figure 20 shows the results. The time measures are shown in µs per edge reported. Overall, the results show that TGCSA overcomes CET in most cases and, in particular, in the non-synthetic datasets.
TGCSA-VB draws also very good performance for snapshot operations and, as expected, it excels in ba100k10u1000 dataset due to its small vocabulary (few vertexes and short lifetime). This allows TGCSA-VB to exploit the faster sequential decoding of vbyte-rle when compared with the huff-rle-opt that is used in TGCSA. Note that, in this particular dataset, where CET clearly overcomes TGCSA, now TGCSA-VB is able to reach the same performance as CET.
For these types of queries, EdgeLog has a fast decoding of posting lists based on the use of PForDelta, but it must traverse all these lists for each source vertex. This leads to a very fast snapshot performance when the number of retrieved contacts is high, but it becomes very slow when we recover only a few contacts. 
Conclusions and future work
We presented TGCSA, a new representation for temporal graphs based on the well-known CSA. We showed how we can adapt the temporal graph so that it can be indexed with an iCSA self-index. Then, we proposed a modification of the regular Ψ structure in iCSA in such a way that it allows us to move circularly from one term to the other within each contact. This modification solves queries using the CSA mechanism to search for one or more terms of the contacts. This is both fast and flexible.
In addition, we explored a new way to increase the performance of iCSA based on replacing its traditional huff-rle-opt compressed representation of Ψ by a new representation that we called vbyte-rle. To improve access to Ψ values, our new technique uses byte-aligned codewords instead of bit-oriented Huffman (other traditional representations used delta and gamma codes, see [14] for more details). We also avoided sampling Ψ at regular intervals because it is done in traditional compressed representations of Ψ. In our case, since many operations in TGCSA imply recovering a sequence of consecutive values Ψ[l c , r c ] related to a given symbol c, we sampled the starting positions of Ψ (Ψ[l c ]) for all the different symbols c. We ran experiments that verified that our new representation is typically much faster than huff-rle-opt when we want to retrieve a buffer with consecutive values from Ψ. Yet, it is not so advantageous when accessing values at random positions. We created a variant of TGCSA, named TGCSA-VB, that uses the vbyte-rle approach to represent Ψ. TGCSA-VB is up to 5 times faster than TGCSA in some operations; however, it uses around 20-30% more space. Finally, we also adapted TGCSA to the particular case of temporal graphs where contacts have only three terms (an edge is never deactivated). This is the particular case of the Flickr-Data dataset.
The resulting variant (referred to as TGCSA-3R) improved the results of TGCSA in both space and time.
The experimental results showed that TGCSA behaves reasonably well in space. In general, space needs are between 50-90 bits per contact. With respect to time performance, TGCSA is very successful for queries that can filter out many contacts from the dataset with an initial binary search in the TGCSA. This avoids the need for sequentially checking a large number of contacts.
We compared TGCSA with CET and EdgeLog. In directNeighbor and reverseNeighbor queries, EdgeLog is a hard rival because it is an inverted index designed to answer directNeighbor queries in a very efficient way and it also uses a reverse aggregated graph to support reverseNeighbor queries efficiently. However, even in this case, TGCSA solves most queries in less than 1 millisecond per contact reported. For queries about events (i.e., activatedEdge or deactivatedEdge), in constrast, EdgeLog performs poorly and TGCSA is clearly the fastest alternative. With respect to CET, we have shown that, even though CET typically uses less space than TGCSA, it is also usually slower. In particular, in activatedEdge and deactivatedEdge queries CET is around one order of magnitude slower than TGCSA.
An important feature of TGCSA is its expressive power. We can use it to represent any set of contacts without any limitation. For example, we could deal with contacts of an edge with overlapping time intervals. Also, as it was indicated above, the indexing capabilities of the CSA allow us to perform most operations following the same structure: (i) performing an initial binary search in CSA to obtain one range (or more)
[l, r] corresponding either to the vertexes or the times in the contacts, and (ii) for all the entries in such range (each one corresponding to a different contact), we can apply Ψ circularly to either recover the other terms of the contacts, or to check a constraint about them.
As future work, we consider that there are two interesting lines we would like to explore in the scope of temporal graphs. On the one hand, our new vbyte-rle allows us to improve the performance of previous Ψ representations [14] , but it requires a large amount of extra space. Likewise, the variant vbyte-rle-select uses less space but it also shows to be slower. Since Ψ is the most important structure in TGCSA (it uses around 80-90% of its space, and it is accessed profusely during searches), we still want to try other ways to represent Ψ. On the other hand, we are also interested in studying the applicability of other self indexes to the scope of this paper.
Finally, the variant of CSA shown in this paper is not only of interest in the field of temporal graphs, but it has also opened new opportunities for the application of suffix arrays in other fields. For example, it has obtained very good results when representing RDF datasets [4, 9] . In the future we are also planning to study its applicability to represent other types of networks. For example, we have obtained promising results when using a CSA-based approach to represent trajectories of moving objects constrained to a network [5] .
We would expect that the flexibility of our approach could make it successful in other contexts.
